
Fruits gift box
Instructions No. 2568
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 3 Hours

Give friends and family a very special treat and create a gift box with jewelry in the trendy theme of fruits for your loved ones.

Craft bracelet and chain
Thread the Rocailles and fruit beads as you like on the cotton cord. In our example, we made a bracelet with white rocailles and fruit beads, as well as a
necklace in melon look. Then knot the ends of the cord to the lobster clasp. The necklace and bracelet are ready.

DIY gift box
Place the templates on the white photo cardboard and trace them with a pencil. Then cut this out and trace the inside lines with a folding leg. Then fold the
box into position and apply some craft glue to the glue tabs to glue them together. 

You can now place individual areas of the box on the VBS scrapbook paper, trace and cut them out. These will now be glued to the box. 

Now cut out the banners and tags, stamp them and adhere them to the box with 3D adhesive pads. 

Finally, place the jewelry pieces in the box - your jewelry gift is ready!

Article number Article name Qty
640503 Bead assortment Rocailles Opaque 1
13761 Motif cardboard "Dream meadow" 1
670913 Carabine clasp, 925 sterling silverSilver 2
14363 VBS Stencils set "Boxes with bow" 1

Article information:



862233 VBS Kraft cardboard gift box "Pyramid" 1
18155 VBS Craft glue No. 18228 ml 1
706674-00 Photo cardboardWhite 1
970373 VBS Handicraft scissors "Pointed" 1
567206-06 3D-Glue pads5 x 5 x 1,9 mm, 400 pieces 1
543415 Stamp set "ABC & Numbers" 1
15182 Paper raffia, L 100 mWhite 1
709279 VBS Folding leg 1
17361 itoshii Beads set "Fruits" 1

https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/newsletter/
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